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Abstract
We introduce a new method to construct uncountably chromatic graphs from non
special trees and ladder systems. Answering a question of P. Erdo˝s and A. Hajnal
from 1985, we construct graphs of chromatic number ω1 without uncountable ω-
connected subgraphs. Second, we build triangle free graphs of chromatic number ω1
without subgraphs isomorphic to Hω,ω`2.
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1. Introduction
The chromatic number of a graph G, denoted by ChrpGq, is the least (cardinal)
number κ such that the vertices of G can be covered by κ many independent sets.
A fundamental problem of graph theory asks how large chromatic number affects
structural properties of a graph and in particular, is it true that a graph with large
chromatic number has certain obligatory subgraphs?
The first result in this area is due to W. Tutte, alias Blanche Descartes [16] (and
independently A. Zykov [17]): a construction of triangle free graphs of arbitrary large
finite chromatic number. This result was significantly extended by Paul Erdo˝s: there
are graphs of arbitrary large finite chromatic number with arbitrary large girth (i.e.
no small cycles) [1]. Tutte’s result extends to arbitrary infinite chromatic graphs [4]
but can we generalize the second result?
In 1966 in their seminal paper, P. Erdo˝s and Andra´s Hajnal proved, to the great
surprise of many, that every uncountably chromatic graph G contains a copy of the
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complete bipartite graph Kn,ω1 for each n P ω [2] and hence a copy of a four cy-
cle which is in striking contrast with the finite case and Tutte’s construction. We
are interested in the corollary that every uncountably chromatic graph G contains
an n-connected subgraph for each finite n. Erdo˝s and Hajnal conjectured that this
result can be extended to ω-connectivity and asked in [2] if every graph with chro-
matic number and size ω1 contains a subgraph of chromatic number ω1 which is
ω-connected i.e. any two points are connected by infinitely many pairwise disjoint
paths. In 1985, Erdo˝s and Hajnal asked if every graph of chromatic number ω1
contains an uncountably chromatic ω-connected subgraph [3]; these problems were
highly popularized and are included in the recent surveys [9] and [11] as well. The
main purpose of this paper is to solve the problem from [3] using a new and rather
flexible construction.
Most advances on these questions are due to Pe´ter Komja´th: in [7], he proves that
every uncountably chromatic graph contains uncountably chromatic n-connected
subgraphs (with minimal degree ω) for each n P ω. Regarding the original Erdo˝s-
Hajnal question, he shows in [8] that under PFA (the Proper Forcing Axiom) ev-
ery graph of size and chromatic number ω1 contains an uncountably chromatic ω-
connected subgraph. Furthermore, in the same paper, he presents a forcing which
introduces a graph of size and chromatic number ω1 without uncountably chromatic
ω-connected subgraphs. His proof was slightly flawed (see the introduction of [10] for
details), but the error is corrected in the recent [10] where he forces an example of a
graph of size and chromatic number ω1 without uncountable ω-connected subgraphs.
In particular, the original question from [2] is independent of ZFC and the answer
to the question from [3] is consistently no.
Our main result is a complete answer to the above problem from [3] in Theorem
3.5: we construct a graph of chromatic number ω1 and size continuum which contains
no uncountable ω-connected subgraphs. Our proof is entirely within the usual axioms
of set theory, i.e. we use no extra set theoretical assumptions nor forcing arguments.
In Section 4, we refine our methods in order to get an uncountably chromatic graph
G such that any uncountable set A contains two points which are connected by only
finitely many pairwise disjoint paths even in G.
In the second part of the paper, we present a different example using the same
framework. In light of the fact that finite bipartite graphs embed into every uncount-
ably chromatic graph, it is reasonable to ask if Kω,ω embeds into every uncountably
chromatic graph. This is not the case, however we have the following results by Ha-
jnal and Komja´th [5]: the graph Hω,ω`1 embeds into every uncountably chromatic
graph, however under CH (the Continuum Hypothesis) there is an uncountably chro-
matic graph without subgraphs isomorphic toHω,ω`2. Recall thatHω,ω`2 is the graph
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on vertices txi, yi, z, z
1 : i P Nu with edges
 
txi, yju, txi, zu, txi, z
1u : i ď j P N
(
and Hω,ω`1 is the subgraph spanned by txi, yi, z : i P Nu.
In Section 5, we construct a graph of chromatic number ω1 and size continuum
which is triangle free and has no subgraphs isomorphic to Hω,ω`2. Thus the assump-
tion of CH can be eliminated from the above result of Hajnal and Komja´th.
Finally, in Section 6 we close with some remarks on our constructions.
Our belief is that this framework for constructing uncountably chromatic graphs
will find diverse applications in infinite combinatorics.
2. Preliminaries
A set theoretic tree pT,ďq is a partially ordered set such that
tÓ “ ts P T : s ă tu
is well ordered for all t P T . Note that this notion of a tree has little to do with graph
theoretic trees i.e. connected graphs without circles; in this paper, by a tree we will
always mean a set theoretic tree. Every tree admits a height function: htptq denotes
the order type of tÓ for t P T . The height of the tree T is supthtptq : t P T u.
Definition 2.1. Let GpT q denote the comparability graph of a tree pT,ďq i.e. the
set of vertices of GpT q is T and tx, yu P rT s2 is an edge iff x ď y or y ď x.
Note that A Ď T is independent inGpT q iff it is an antichain in T thus ChrpGpT qq ď
ω iff T is a special tree (i.e. the union of countably many antichains). We will be
interested in constructing subgraphs of a graph GpT q in order to solve the problems
proposed in the introduction.
We investigate connectivity properties of infinite graphs:
Definition 2.2. We say that a set of vertices F in a graph separates two vertices s
and t iff every path from s to t passes through F . We say that F separates a set of
vertices A iff there are distinct s, t P A such that F separates s and t.
A graph G is ω-connected iff no finite set separates two points of G.
Note that a subgraph A of a graph G is ω-connected iff any two points s, t P A
are connected by infinitely many pairwise disjoint paths in A.
Observation 2.3. Suppose that the tree T does not contain uncountable chains.
Then every uncountable subset of GpT q can be separated by a countable set.
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Proof. Take any uncountable A Ď T and find two incomparable elements s, t P A.
We claim that the countable set sÓ separates s and t. Indeed, it is straightforward
to see that the connected component of s in T zsÓ contains only elements r with
r ě s.
Corollary 2.4. If T is a non special tree with no uncountable chains then the graph
G “ GpT q satisfies ChrpGq ą ω while every uncountable set of vertices can be
separated by a countable set.
The above simple corollary indicates that it is reasonable to investigate non spe-
cial trees T without uncountable chains and the corresponding graphsGpT q regarding
the Erdo˝s-Hajnal question.
Classical examples of non special trees with no uncountable chains are
1. σQ “ tt Ă Q : t is well orderedu with s ď t iff s is an initial segment of t,
2. T pSq “ tt Ă S : t is closedu with s ď t iff s is an initial segment of t where
S Ď ω1 is stationary, co-stationary.
The above trees both have size continuum and height ω1 and hence the cor-
responding compatibility graphs have chromatic number exactly ω1. σQ was first
studied by D. Kurepa in connection with Souslin’s problem while the importance of
trees of the form T pSq was realized by S. Todorcevic [15]. We will use trees of the
second kind i.e. of the form T pSq throughout this paper.
Trees of the form T pSq have the following nice property: T pSq has no branching
at limit levels i.e. tÓ “ sÓ implies t “ s for all limit elements t, s P T pSq. This is
proved using that every element of T pSq is a closed subset of ω1.
We will use the following notation: if T “ T pSq for some S Ď ω1 then let
Tδ “ tt P T : maxptq “ δu
for δ P ω1 and similarly define Tăδ, Tďδ.
In general, we use standard set theoretical notation and we refer the reader to
[12] for basic facts in set theory.
3. Connectivity and chromatic number
Our aim is to construct a subgraph X of the comparability graph of T pSq (where
S Ď ω1 is stationary, costationary) which has chromatic number ω1 and does not
contain uncountable ω-connected subsets i.e. every uncountable set of vertices A
contains two points s, t P A and a finite set F Ă A such that any path P Ă A
between s and t passes through F .
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Definition 3.1. Suppose that T is a tree. A ladder system on T is a family C “
tCt : t P T u so that Ct Ă t
Ó is either finite or a cofinal sequence of type ω.
Each ladder system C defines a subgraph XC of GpT q with vertices T and edges
tts, tu : s P Ct, t P T u.
This is in direct analogy with the Hajnal-Ma´te´ graphs introduced in [6] i.e. the case
where the tree T is simply the cardinal ω1. We remark that it is independent of ZFC
whether there is a ladder system C on ω1 so that the corresponding Hajnal-Ma´te´
graph is uncountably chromatic. Also, ladder systems on trees were investigated in
[14] in a different context.
Definition 3.2. A ladder system C on T is transitive iff
Ct X s
Ó Ď Cs
for all t P T and s P Ct.
Note that C is transitive iff Ct spans a complete graph in XC for all t P T . The
next two lemmas explain why we introduced the notion of a transitive ladder system.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that T is a tree and C is a transitive ladder system on T . If
s, t P T and P is a finite path in XC from s to t then there is a path Q Ď P which
is the union of two monotone paths.
A monotone path in XC is a path which is a chain in the tree ordering.
Proof. Let Q Ď P be a path of minimal length from s to t. Let tqi : i ă nu enumerate
Q by its path ordering. Note that we cannot have qi´1, qi`1 ă qi for any 1 ď i ď n´1;
indeed, this would imply that qi´1, qi`1 P Cqi and hence, by transitivity, qi´1 and qi`1
are connected by an edge which contradicts the minimality of Q. This means that
if qi´1 ă qi then qi ă qi`1 for any 1 ď i ď n ´ 1 i.e. Q is monotone increasing from
the first step up (in the tree ordering). In other words, Q is the union of a monotone
decreasing and a monotone increasing path.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that T is a tree and C is a transitive ladder system on T .
If T has no branching at limit levels and contains no uncountable chains then XC
contains no uncountable ω-connected subsets.
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Proof. Fix an uncountable A Ď T and find two incomparable elements s, t P A. Let
r denote the maximal common initial part of s and t; this exists and r ă s, t as T
does not branch at limits. Find s1 P A so that r ă s1 ď s and
s1Ó X A Ď rÓ Y tru.
We claim that s1 and t are separated by the finite set F “ tru Y prÓ X Cs1q.
Suppose that P “ tpi : i ă nu Ă A is a finite path from p0 “ s
1 to t. By
Lemma 3.3, we can suppose that P is the union of two monotone paths. Note that
p1 P AXCs1 as p1 ă p0 “ s
1 and hence p1 P r
ÓYtru by the choice of s1. In particular,
p1 P F ; this shows that F separates s
1 and t.
We are ready now to prove our main result:
Theorem 3.5. Fix a stationary, costationary S Ă ω1 and let T “ T pSq. Then there
is a subgraph X of GpT q such that ChrpXq “ ω1 and X contains no uncountable
ω-connected subsets.
Proof. It suffices to show that there is a transitive ladder system C on T such that
ChrpXCq “ ω1; indeed, T has no uncountable chains nor branches at limit levels
hence Lemma 3.4 implies that XC has no uncountable ω-connected subsets. Fur-
thermore, as the tree T has height ω1 we have that ChrpXCq ď ChrpGpT qq ď ω1 for
any C. Thus we will have to show that ChrpXCq ą ω in the end.
By induction on δ P S 1 (where S 1 denotes the accumulation points of S), we define
the transitive ladder system C on Tăδ and hence the corresponding part of XC on
Tăδ.
Fix δ P S 1 and suppose that we already defined a transitive ladder system pCt :
t P Tăδq on Tăδ. We extend this to Tăδ` while preserving transitivity where δ
` is
the minimum of S 1zpδ ` 1q. Note that transitivity is necessarily preserved at limit
steps. If δ R S then we let Ct “ H for t P Tăδ`zTăδ.
Suppose that δ P S and let us define Ct for t P Tδ first. Let tpAξ, fξq : ξ ă cu
denote a 1-1 enumeration of all the pairs pA, fq so that A P rTăδs
ω, f : A Ñ ω and
A satisfies
p‹q for every t P A and ε ă δ there are incomparable s0, s1 P A so that si ě t and
maxpsiq ą ε for i ă 2.
By induction on ξ ă c we will find tξ P Tδzttζ : ζ ă ξu and sets Ctξ Ď t
Ó
ξ so that
`
Ct : t P Tăδ Y ttξ : ξ ă cu
˘
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is still a transitive ladder system. We will let Ct “ H for t P Tδzttξ : ξ ă cu.
Fix a cofinal ω-type sequence tδn : n P ωu in δ. Suppose we defined tζ P Tδ and
Ctζ Ď t
Ó
ζ for ζ ă ξ.
Define a map ψ : 2ăω Ñ Aξ and a partial map ϕ : 2
ăω Ñ Aξ so that
(i) ψ and ϕ are order preserving injections and
ψpxq ď ϕpxq ď ψpxaiq
for i ă 2 provided that x P dompϕq,
(ii) tϕpx æ kq : k ď |x|, x æ k P dompϕqu is a complete graph in Tăδ,
(iii) ψpxa0q and ψpxa1q are incomparable and contained in AξzTăδn ,
(iv) if there is t P Aξ such that t ě ψpxq, fξptq “ n and tϕpx æ kq : k ă |x|, x æ k P
dompϕqu Y ttu is complete then x P dompϕq and fξpϕpxqq “ n as well
for all n P ω and x P 2n.
We define ψpxq and ϕpxq for x P 2n by induction on n P ω. We set ψpHq P Aξ
arbitrarily. If ψpxq is defined for some x P 2n then check if
Rx “ tt P Aξ : t ě ψpxq, fξptq “ n and tϕpx æ kq : k ă |x|, x æ k P dompϕquYttu is completeu
is empty or not. If Rx ‰ H then we put x into dompϕq and pick ϕpxq from Rx
arbitrarily; otherwise x R dompϕq. Now find incomparable ψpxa0q, ψpxa1q P Aξ
above ψpxq so that maxpψpxaiqq ě δn and ψpx
aiq ě ϕpxq if x P dompϕq; this can be
done as Aξ satisfies (1) above. This finishes the construction of ψ and ϕ.
b
b
b
b
b
b
Aξ
ttζ : ζ ă ξu tξ “ ψpxξq
Tδ
ϕpxξ æ kq
ψpHq
Figure 1: Step ξ in the induction.
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We extend ψ to 2ω in the obvious way:
ψpxq “
ď
tψpx æ kq : k ă ωu Y tδu
for x P 2ω; note that ψpxq is a closed subset of S by the second part of condition
(iii) and hence ψpxq P Tδ for all x P 2
ω. Also, ψ remains 1-1 on 2ω by the first part
of condition (iii). Hence, we can find an xξ P 2
ω such that ψpxξq P Tδzttζ : ζ ă ξu
and we let tξ “ ψpxξq. Finally, let
Ctξ “
 
ϕpxξ æ kq : k ă ω, xξ æ k P dompϕq
(
.
Transitivity of this extension is assured by condition (ii). This finishes the induc-
tion on ξ ă c and we have a transitive ladder system C “ pCt : t P Tďδq on Tďδ. We
now simply let Ct “ H for t P Tăδ`zTďδ. This finishes step δ of the main induction
and hence, in the end, we have a transitive ladder system C on T .
We are left to prove:
Claim 3.5.1. ChrpXCq ą ω.
Proof. Fix a colouring f : T Ñ ω; we will find s, t P T so that fpsq “ fptq and s P Ct.
Take a countable elementary submodel M ă Hpω2q (where Hpω2q is the collection
of sets with hereditary cardinality ď ω1) so that S, C, f P M and δ “ M X ω1 P S;
this can be done as S is stationary.
Consider the construction of tCt : t P Tδu. If we set A “M X T then there must
be a ξ ă c so that pA, f æ Aq “ pAξ, fξq; M being an elementary submodel ensures
that A satisfies property (1) as the branching of T reflects to M .
Our goal now is to prove that there is an s P Ctξ so that fpsq “ fptξq; we let
n “ fptξq. Recall that in the definition of tξ we had two maps ψ and ϕ and tξ was
of the form ψpxξq for an xξ P 2
ω. Ctξ was defined to be tϕpxξ æ kq : k ă ω, xξ æ k P
dompϕqu.
Now, recall the definition of ϕpxξ æ nq: we looked at the set
Rxξæn “ ts P Aξ : s ě ψpxξ æ nq, fξpsq “ n and
tϕpxξ æ kq : k ă n, xξ æ k P dompϕqu Y tsu is completeu (1)
and if Rxξæn was not empty the we chose ϕpxξ æ nq P Rxξæn; in particular, fpsq “ n
for s “ ϕpxξ æ nq P Ctξ which would finish the proof.
Let us show that Rxξæn is not empty. Let
R “ ts P T : s ě ψpxξ æ nq, fpsq “ n and
tϕpxξ æ kq : k ă n, xξ æ k P dompϕqu Y tsu is completeu (2)
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and note that R is in the model M and Rxξæn “ R XM . Hence, by elementarity, it
suffices to show that R ‰ H. However, this is clear as tξ P R.
This finishes the proof of the theorem.
4. A highly disconnected variation
In Theorem 3.5, we constructed a graph X such that any uncountable set A
contained two incomparable points s, t which are separated in A by a finite set F ;
in particular, there could be paths connecting s and t which avoid F by leaving A.
The aim of this section is to refine the methods of Section 3 and produce a ladder
system C on a tree T such that any two ăT -incomparable vertices are separated by
a finite set in the graph XC i.e. if s, t P T are incomparable then there is a finite
set F Ă T such that any path P from s to t intersects F . Note that this separation
property is stronger than the lack of uncountable ω-connected sets.
We use the following notation: if T is a tree then
• let supppCq “ tt P T : |Ct| “ ωu for any ladder system C on T ,
• if s P T and ε ă htpsq then s æ ε denotes the unique element r P sÓ with
htprq “ ε.
Let us introduce a somewhat technical property of ladder systems on trees. First,
we need the following definition: we will say that a sequence η “ pηt : t P T q is a
true ladder system on a tree T iff ηt “ ttu for all successor t P T and ηt is a cofinal
sequence of type ω in tÓ if t is limit.
Definition 4.1. Suppose that C is a ladder systems on a tree T . We say that C is
coherent iff
1. Cs “ Ct X s
Ó
for all t P supppCq and s P Ct with |Cs| ă ω and there is a true ladder system η on
T such that
2. ηt X s
Ó
Ď ηs,
3. Ct X r
Ó “ Cs X r
Ó for r “ s æ htpmax
ăT
pηt X s
Óqq ` 1
for every s, t P supppCq with s P Ct.
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The next lemma explains how transitivity and coherence of a ladder system C
gives the desired separation property of the graph XC .
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that T is a tree with no branching at limits. If C is a transitive
and coherent ladder system on T then any two ăT -incomparable points are separated
by a finite set in XC.
We use the following notation in the proof: if s, t P T then ∆ps, tq denotes the
maximal common initial segment of s and t.
Proof. Fix a point t1 P T and we prove that for any t P T which is incomparable with
t1 there is a finite set Ft which separates t and t
1.
We will actually prove that the following choice of Ft works: let Ft “ Ct if
t R supppCq and let
Ft “ Ct X r
Ó
t where rt “ t æ htpmin
ăT
tr P ηt : r ą ∆pt, t
1quq ` 1
if t P supppCq. The proof is done by induction on htptq.
It is clear that if t R supppCq then Ft separates t and t
1 by transitivity and Lemma
3.3.
Suppose that t P supppCq; we note that rt ă t as ηt is nontrivial and ∆pt, t
1q ă t
and hence Ft is finite. Now, suppose that P “ tp0 . . . pnu is a path from t to t
1
which avoids Ft; we can suppose that P has minimal length and is the union of two
monotone paths by Lemma 3.3. We have p0 “ t ą p1 P Ct and p1 ą ∆pt, t
1q and
hence ∆pt, t1q “ ∆pp1, t
1q. We let s “ p1 and note that p2 P CszCt as P has minimal
length and C is transitive. If |Cs| ă ω then by assumption Ct X s
Ó “ Cs which
contradicts p2 P CszCt.
We conclude that s P supppCq. As Fs separates s and t
1 (by the inductive
hypothesis) it suffices to prove that Fs “ Ft. By definition
rs “ s æ htpmin
ăT
tr P ηs : r ą ∆ps, t
1quq ` 1.
As t, s P supppCq we have ηtX s
Ó
Ď ηs by coherence. Hence, by rt ă s and ∆pt, t
1q “
∆ps, t1q we must have rs “ rt. Finally, by coherence again, we have Ft “ Ct X rt
Ó “
Cs X rs
Ó “ Fs.
We are ready to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.3. Fix a stationary, costationary S Ă ω1 and let T “ T pSq. Then
there is a subgraph X of GpT q such that ChrpXq “ ω1 and any two ăT -incomparable
points are separated by a finite set in X. In particular, every uncountable set A Ď T
contains two vertices which are separated by a finite set in X.
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Proof. It suffices to find a transitive and coherent ladder system C on T such that
ChrpXCq ą ω; indeed, T does not branch at limits (and every uncountable A Ď T
contains two incomparable points) hence Lemma 4.2 can be applied.
We define a true ladder system η on T first: fix a true ladder system tνδ : δ P ω1u
on ω1 and let
ηt “ tt X pε` 1q : ε P νδu where δ “ maxptq
for any limit t P T and let ηt “ ttu for any successor t P T .
Let D “ pS X S 1q1 and let δ` denote minDzpδ ` 1q for δ P D. By induction on
δ P D, we define a transitive ladder system C on Tăδ, and hence the corresponding
graph on Tăδ, so that C is coherent and its coherence is witnessed by η.
Suppose we defined pCtqtPTăδ for some δ P D. We define C on Tăδ` in two steps:
first we define Ct for t P Tδ so that pCtqtPTďδ is still transitive and coherent and then
extend to Tăδ` in the trivial way: we let Ct “ H for t P Tăδ`zTďδ.
We can suppose δ P S otherwise Tδ “ H. Let tppA
ξ
nqnPω, fξq : ξ ă cu denote a 1-1
enumeration of all pairs ppAnqnPω, fq where
1. An Ă An`1 P rTăδs
ω,
2. for every t P An and ε ă δn “ suptmaxpsq : s P Anu there are incomparable
s0, s1 P An so that s
i ě t and maxpsiq ą ε for i ă 2,
3. fξ : AÑ ω where A “
Ť
tAn : n P ωu,
4. pδnqnPω is a strictly increasing cofinal sequence in δ.
By induction on ξ ă c, we define tξ P Tδzttζ : ζ ă ξu and Ctξ Ď t
Ó
ξ while preserving
transitivity and coherence. Suppose we defined tζ P Tδ and Ctζ Ď t
Ó
ζ for ζ ă ξ.
We let Aξ “
Ť
tAξn : n P ωu and δ
ξ
n “ suptmaxpsq : t P A
ξ
nu. Also, let
εn “ maxptδ
ξ
nu Y pνδ X δ
ξ
n`1qq
for n P ω and ε´1 “ maxpνδ X δ
ξ
0
q. Finally, let tln : n P ωu enumerate each natural
number infinitely many times.
Define a map ψ : 2ăω Ñ Aξ and a partial map ϕ : 2
ăω Ñ Aξ so that
(i) ψ and ϕ are order preserving injections and
ψpxq ď ϕpxq ď ψpxaiq
for i ă 2 provided that x P dompϕq,
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(ii) tϕpx æ kq : k ď |x|, x æ k P dompϕqu is a complete graph in Tăδ,
(iii) ψpxa0q and ψpxa1q are incomparable and contained in Aξn`1zTăεn ,
(iv) if there is an s P Aξn such that
(a) s ě ψpxq, fξpsq “ ln,
(b) tϕpx æ kq : k ă |x|, x æ k P dompϕqu Y tsu is complete,
(c) νδ X εn´1 Ď νmaxpsq and
Cs X r
Ó “ tϕpx æ kq : k ă n, x æ k P dompϕqu
for r “ sX pεn´1 ` 1q if Cs is infinite,
(d) Cs “ tϕpx æ kq : k ă n, x æ k P dompϕqu if Cs is finite
then x P dompϕq and s “ ϕpxq satisfies (a)-(d) as well,
(v) if (iv) fails then x R dompϕq
for all n P ω and x P 2n.
b
b
b b
A
ξ
n`1
Aξn
εn´1
εn
Tδ
ψpxa0q ψpxa1q
ψpxq
ϕpxq
νδ X δ
ξ
n
ω1
δ
δξn
δ
ξ
n`1
Figure 2: Extending the maps ϕ and ψ.
We define ψpxq and ϕpxq for x P 2n by induction on n P ω. We let ψpHq P
A
ξ
0
zTďε´1 arbitrarily. Given ψpxq, we consider the set R
ξ
x of all elements s P A
ξ
n such
that
(a’) s ě ψpxq, fξpsq “ ln,
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(b’) tϕpx æ kq : k ă |x|, x æ k P dompϕqu Y tsu is complete,
(c’) νδ X εn´1 Ď νmaxpsq and
Cs X r
Ó “ tϕpx æ kq : k ă n, x æ k P dompϕqu
for r “ s X pεn´1 ` 1q if Cs is infinite,
(d’) Cs “ tϕpx æ kq : k ă n, x æ k P dompϕqu if Cs is finite.
If Rξx is not empty then we set x P dompϕq and choose an arbitrary ϕpxq P R
ξ
x.
Otherwise, x R dompϕq. Now, we simply pick ψpxaiq for i ă 2 satisfying conditions
(i) and (iii) by applying condition (2) for Aξn`1. This finishes the construction of ψ
and ϕ.
We extend ψ to 2ω in the obvious way:
ψpxq “
ď
tψpx æ kq : k ă ωu Y tδu
for x P 2ω; note that ψpxq is a closed subset of S by the second part of condition
(iii) hence ψpxq P Tδ for all x P 2
ω . Also, ψ remains 1-1 on 2ω by the first part of
condition (iii). Hence, we can find an xξ P 2
ω such that ψpxξq P Tδzttζ : ζ ă ξu and
we let tξ “ ψpxξq. Finally, let
Ctξ “
 
ϕpxξ æ kq : k ă ω, xξ æ k P dompϕq
(
.
This finishes the induction on ξ ă c and we define Ct “ H for t P Tδzttξ : ξ ă cu.
Claim 4.3.1. tCt : t P Tďδu is transitive and coherent.
Proof. Transitivity is assured by condition (ii). We check that η witnesses that
tCt : t P Tďδu is coherent. Fix ξ ă c and n ă ω such that xξ æ n P dompϕq i.e.
s “ ϕpxξ æ nq P Ctξ .
If Cs is finite then we need that Cs “ CtξXs
Ó; this is assured by condition (iv)-(d)
above. Suppose that Cs is infinite; we need to check that
ηtξ X s
Ó
Ď ηs and Ctξ X r
Ó “ Cs X r
Ó
for r “ s æ htpmax
ăT
pηtξ X s
Óqq ` 1. Recall that
ηtξ “ ttξ X pε` 1q : ε P νδu and ηs “ tsX pε` 1q : ε P νmaxpsqu.
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Note that u P ηtξ X s
Ó iff u “ tξ X pε` 1q for some ε P νδ Xmaxpsq. Furthermore,
νδ Xmaxpsq “ νδ X εn´1 Ď νmaxpsq by the choice of s and condition (iv)-(c). Hence,
as s Ď tξ, we get that ηtξ X s
Ó
Ď ηs.
Finally, note that condition (iv)-(c) says that Cs and Ctξ agree below sXpεn´1`1q
and maxpηtξ X s
Óq ď psX εn´1 ` 1q. This shows Ctξ X r
Ó “ Cs X r
Ó.
This finishes our main induction and, as transitivity and coherence are preserved
at limit steps, we constructed a transitive and coherent ladder system C on the tree
T . It is left to prove
Claim 4.3.2. ChrpXCq ą ω.
Proof. Fix a colouring f : T Ñ ω; we will find s, t P T such that fpsq “ fptq
and s P Ct. We fix an increasing sequence pMn : n P ωq of countable elementary
submodels of Hpω2q so that S, C, f P Mn for all n P ω and δ “ M X ω1 P S for
M “
Ť
tMn : n P ωu.
We consider the construction of tCt : t P Tδu. There is a ξ ă c so that A
ξ
n “ TXMn
for all n P ω and fξ “ f æ pM X T q. Our goal is to show that there is an s P Ctξ
such that fpsq “ fptξq; we let l “ fptξq. Recall that there is an x “ xξ P 2
ω so that
tξ “ ψpxq and Ctξ “ tϕpx æ kq : k ă ω, x æ k P dompϕqu; we will show that there is
an n ă ω such that x æ n P dompϕq and fpϕpx æ nqq “ l, which finishes the proof.
We first show that Ctξ is infinite, equivalently that there are infinitely many
n P ω such that x æ n P dompϕq. Suppose otherwise i.e. there is an n0 ă ω such that
x æ n R dompϕq for all n P ωzn0. Let n be the minimal element of ωzn0 such that
l “ ln.
Now, recall how we tried to construct ϕpx æ nq: we looked at the set Rξxæn
(elements from Aξn which satisfied conditions (a’)-(d’)) and if R
ξ
xæn was not empty
then we put x æ n P dompϕq and chose ϕpx æ nq P Rξxæn. Let us show that R
ξ
xæn is
not empty. Let
R “ ts P T : s ě ψpx æ nq, fpsq “ ln and Cs “ tϕpx æ kq : k ă n, x æ k P dompϕquu
and note that R is in the model Mn and R XMn Ď R
ξ
xæn. Hence, by elementarity,
it suffices to show that R ‰ H. However, this is clear as tξ P R. This contradicts
x æ n R dompϕq and in turn shows that Ctξ is infinite.
Now, with a quite similar argument, we will show that x æ n P dompϕq for the
minimal n P ω such that l “ ln; this finishes the proof of the claim as s “ ϕpx æ
nq P Ctξ and fpsq “ l “ fptξq. Again, we look at R
ξ
xæn and prove that R
ξ
xæn ‰ H.
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Consider
R “ ts P T X supppCq : s ě ψpx æ nq, fpsq “ ln,
tϕpx æ kq : k ă n, x æ k P dompϕqu Y tsu is complete,
νδXεn´1 Ď νmaxpsq and CsXr
Ó “ tϕpx æ kq : k ă n, x æ k P dompϕqu for r “ sXpεn´1`1qu.
It is clear that R PMn and RXMn Ď R
ξ
xæn hence it suffices to show, by elementarity,
that R ‰ H. However, tξ P R.
This finishes the proof of the theorem.
5. A triangle free example
In this section, we adapt ideas of A. Hajnal and P. Komja´th [5] to our setting and
construct a ladder system C on T “ T pSq (with S Ă ω1 stationary) so that XC is
uncountably chromatic, triangle free and contains no copies of the graph Hω,ω`2. A
graph with these particular properties is constructed in [5] but using the Continuum
Hypothesis; this assumption is no longer used in our construction.
Definition 5.1. Suppose that T is a tree. A cycle x0, x1, ....xn “ x0 in GpT q is
special if it is the union of two ăT -monotone paths.
Note that every triangle is a special cycle. Our aim is to construct a graph of the
form XC without special cycles.
Definition 5.2. Suppose that T is a tree of the form T pSq, X is a subgraph of GpT q
and γ ă ω1. We say that a vertex v P T is γ-covered in X iff there exists a point
w P Tďγ and a monotone path from w to v in X.
A ladder system C on T is sparse iff s is not maxprq-covered in XC for each
t P T and r, s P Ct with r ă s.
Note that if C is sparse then Ct is independent in XC for all t P T and hence
XC is triangle free. The following was essentially proved in [5] and motivates the
definitions above:
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that C is a ladder system on T . Then
1. if C is sparse then XC contains no special cycles,
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2. if XC contains no special cycles then XC contains no triangles or copies of
Hω,ω`2.
Proof. (1) Suppose that x0, x1, . . . xn “ x0 is a special cycle with maxpxiq “ αi.
Hence, there is i ă n so that αj ă αi if i ‰ j ď n. In particular, xi´1, xi`1 P Cxi
and without loss of generality αi´1 ă αi`1 ă αi. However, this implies that xi`1
is αi´1-covered, witnessed by the path xn, xn´1, . . . xi`1, which contradicts that C is
sparse.
(2) It is clear that every triangle is a special cycle. Now, suppose that txi, yi, z, z
1 :
i ă ωu is a subgraph of XC isomorphic to Hω,ω`2 i.e. the following pairs of points
are edges  
txi, yju, txi, zu, txi, z
1u : i ď j P N
(
.
First, as xi and xj has infinitely many common neighbors (for i ă j ă ω) they must
be ăT -comparable; hence we can suppose that x0 ăT x1 ăT .... Second, either z
or z1 is ăT -below infinitely many xi so we might as well suppose that z ăT xi for
all i ă ω. Finally, we have z ăT x0 ăT x1 and x0, x1 have infinitely many common
neighbors of the form yj with maxpyjq ą α1. In particular, we can find special cycles
of length 4 which contradicts our assumption.
Hence, we will aim at constructing sparse ladder systems C such that the corre-
sponding graphs XC are uncountably chromatic. Before that, we need the following
Lemma 5.4. Fix a stationary S Ă ω1 and let T “ T pSq. Suppose that X is a
subgraph of GpT q and f : T Ñ ω. Then there is δ P ω1 and t P Tδ so that for every
n P ω either:
1. for every r ě t and every γ P ω1 there is an s ě r with fpsq “ n which is not
γ-covered in X, or
2. every r ě t with fprq “ n is δ-covered in X.
We will say that the vertex t decides f .
Proof. Take a countable elementary submodel M ă Hpω2q with f,X, S PM so that
M X ω1 “ δ P S. Fix a cofinal sequence tδn : n P ωu of type ω in δ.
Now, construct a sequence t0 ď .... ď tn ď ... in M XT so that maxptnq ě δn and
for every n P ω either
(i) for every r ě tn`1 and every γ P ω1 there is an s ě r with fpsq “ n which is
not γ-covered in X , or
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(ii) there is a γn P δ so that every r ě tn`1 with fprq “ n is γn-covered in X .
We can pick t0 P M X T with maxpt0q ě δ0 arbitrarily. Given tn P M we select
t1n`1 P M above tn so that maxpt
1
n`1q ě δn`1. If the choice tn`1 “ t
1
n`1 satisfies (i)
from above then we are done; otherwise, there is tn`1 ě t
1
n`1 and γ “ γn so that
every r ě tn`1 with fprq “ n is γn-covered. tn`1 and γn can be chosen in M by
elementarity so we are done.
Now, let t “
Ť
ttn : n P ωuYtδu and note that t P Tδ; we claim that this t decides
f . Indeed, as t ě tn for all n P ω and tn satisfies (i) or (ii), t must satisfy either 1. or
2. respectively.
We are ready to prove the main result of this section:
Theorem 5.5. Fix a stationary S Ď ω1 and let T “ T pSq. Then there is subgraph
X of GpT q with ChrpXq “ ω1 such that X contains no special cycles; in particular,
X contains no triangles or copies of Hω,ω`2.
Proof. It suffices to construct a sparse ladder system C on T so that ChrpXCq “ ω1;
indeed, by Lemma 5.3, a sparse ladder system C induces a graph XC on T with no
special cycles and hence no triangles or copies of Hω,ω`2.
We define a sparse ladder system pCt : t P Tăδq by induction on δ P S
1 and so
that Ct “ H if t P T is a successor. Suppose we constructed Ct for t P Tăδ and
we extend this ladder system to Tăδ` where δ
` is the minimum of S 1zpδ ` 1q in two
steps. First, we define Ct for t P Tδ and then let Ct “ H for t P Tăδ`zTďδ. We may
suppose δ P S, otherwise Tδ “ H.
Let tpAξ, fξ, t0ξq : ξ ă cu denote a 1-1 enumeration of all triples pA, f, t0q with
A P rTăδs
ω, f : AÑ ω and t0 P A so that
p‹q for every t P A and ε ă δ there are incomparable s0, s1 P A so that si ě t and
maxpsiq ě ε for i ă 2, and
By induction on ξ ă c we define tξ P Tδzttζ : ζ ă ξu and Ctξ Ď t
Ó
ξ (while preserving
that the ladder system is sparse). Suppose we have ttζ : ζ ă ξu defined and consider
the triple pAξ, fξ, t0ξq. Fix a cofinal increasing sequence tδn : n P ωu of type ω in δ.
We define a map ψ : 2ăω Ñ Aξ and a partial map ϕ : 2
ăω Ñ Aξ so that
(i) ψ and ϕ are order preserving injections and
t0ξ ă ψpxq ď ϕpxq ď ψpx
aiq
for i ă 2 provided that x P dompϕq,
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(ii) ψpxa0q and ψpxa1q are incomparable and contained in AξzTăδn ,
(iii) ϕpxq is not maxpψpxqq-covered,
(iv) if there is an s P Aξ such that
(a) s ě ψpxq, fξpsq “ n,
(b) s is not maxpψpxqq-covered
then x P dompϕq and ϕpxq satisfies (a)-(b) as well
for all x P 2n and n P ω.
We define ψpxq and ϕpxq for x P 2n by induction on n P ω. We select ψpHq ą t0ξ
arbitrarily in Aξ. Given ψpxq for x P 2
n we look at the set
Rξx “ ts P Aξ : s ě ψpxq, fξpsq “ n and s is not maxpψpxqq-coveredu.
If Rξx is not empty then let x P dompϕq and pick any ϕpxq P R
ξ
x; otherwise
x R dompϕq. Now, using condition (‹) of Aξ, select incomparable ψpx
a0q and ψpxa1q
so that conditions (i)-(ii) are satisfied. This finishes the construction of ψ and ϕ.
Now extend ψ to 2ω in the obvious way:
ψpxq “
ď
tψpx æ kq : k ă ωu Y tδu
for x P 2ω; note that ψpxq is a closed subset of S by the second part of condition
(ii) and hence ψpxq P Tδ for all x P 2
ω. Also, ψ remains 1-1 on 2ω by the first part of
condition (ii). Hence, we can find an xξ P 2
ω such that ψpxξq P Tδzttζ : ζ ă ξu and
we let tξ “ ψpxξq. Finally, let
Ctξ “
 
ϕpxξ æ kq : k ă ω, xξ æ k P dompϕq
(
.
Note that condition (iii) ensures that Ctξ is sparse. This finishes the induction on
ξ ă c and in turn the induction on δ P Limpω1q.
We are left to prove
Claim 5.5.1. ChrpXCq ą ω.
Proof. Fix a colouring f : T Ñ ω; we will find s, t P T so that fpsq “ fptq and
s P Ct. Take a countable elementary submodel M ă Hpω2q so that S, C, f PM and
δ “M X ω1 P S. By Lemma 5.4, we can find t0 PM X T so that t0 decides f .
Now, consider the construction of tCt : t P Tδu; note that there is a ξ ă c so that
pAξ, fξ, t0ξq “ pA, f æ A, t0q where A “ T XM . We will show that there is s P Ctξ
with fpsq “ fptξq.
Let fptξq “ n.
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Observation 5.6. For every r ě t0 and every γ P ω1 there is an s ě r with fpsq “ n
which is not γ-covered .
Proof. Recall that t0 “ t0ξ decides f , so if the above statement fails then every r ě t0
with fprq “ n is maxpt0q-covered. In particular, tξ is maxpt0q-covered. However, this
implies that Ctξ is not empty and there is s P Ctξ which is maxpt0q-covered (note that
s ą t0 for all s P Ctξ). However, every s P Ctξ is not maxpt0ξq-covered by conditions
(i) and (iii) above; this contradiction finishes the proof.
Recall that there is an x P 2ω such that tξ “ ψpxq and Ctξ “ tϕpx æ kq : k ă
ω, x æ k P dompϕqu. Our aim is to show that x æ n P dompϕq and hence fpsq “ fptξq
for s “ ϕpx æ nq P Ctξ . Thus we need to prove that
R
ξ
xæn “ ts P Aξ : s ě ψpx æ nq, fξpsq “ n and s is not maxpψpx æ nqq-coveredu
is not empty.
Let
R “ ts P T : s ě ψpx æ nq, fpsq “ n and s is not maxpψpx æ nqq-coveredu
and note that Rξxæn “ RXM and R PM . Hence, by elementarity, it suffices to show
that R ‰ H. This clearly follows from Observation 5.6 applied to r “ ψpx æ nq and
γ “ maxpψpx æ nqq.
This finishes the proof of the theorem.
Let us remark that sparse and transitive ladder systems represent two extremes
in the spectrum of subgraphs of GpT q; if C is sparse then Ct is an independent set
while if C is transitive then Ct is a complete subgraph.
6. Remarks
We would like to point out that some of the graphs defined in our paper satisfy
strong partition properties. If T is a tree and X is a subgraph of GpT q then we write
X Ñ pKω`1q
1
ω
iff for every colouring f : T Ñ ω there is an n P ω and a set A Ď T X f´1pnq of
ăT -order type ω` 1 such that A spans a complete graph (i.e. A is a monochromatic
copy of Kω`1q. Clearly, X Ñ pKω`1q
1
ω implies that ChrpXq ą ω but not necessarily
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the other way; indeed, as seen in Theorem 5.5, there are even triangle free subgraphs
of GpT q (for some T ) which are uncountably chromatic.
Let us first show that satisfying the above partition property or having large
chromatic number are equivalent for transitive ladder systems.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose that T is a tree and C is a ladder system on T . If C is
transitive and ChrpXCq ą ω then
XC Ñ pKω`1q
1
ω.
Proof. Fix an f : T Ñ ω; we will show that there is an n P ω and t P f´1pnq so that
A “ Ct X f
´1pnq is infinite hence, by transitivity, A Y ttu gives a monochromatic
copy of Kω`1 in XC .
Suppose otherwise i.e. Ct X f
´1pnq is finite for every t P T with fptq “ n. We
can define a new colouring g : T Ñ ω ˆ ω using induction on the height so that
gptq “ pfptq, g1ptqq where g1ptq “ maxtg1psq : s P Ct X f
´1pnqu ` 1 with n “ fptq. It
is easy to see that g witnesses ChrpXCq ď ω which is a contradiction.
The above proposition is nicely complemented by
Observation 6.2. If T is a tree of height ω1 and C is a ladder system on T then
there is no complete subgraph in XC of ăT -order type ω ` 2.
Recall that in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we used a ladder system on ω1 (denoted
by ν there) to define another ladder system (denoted by η) on T “ T pSq for S Ď ω1
in a very natural way. We did not consider the subgraph of GpT q corresponding to
η at that point so let us present a result here.
Proposition 6.3. Suppose that S Ď ω1 is stationary and let T “ T pSq. Fix a ladder
system ν “ tνδ : δ P Limpω1qu on ω1. Let
Ct “ ttX pε` 1q : ε P νδu
for any limit t P Tδ and δ P S and let Ct “ H otherwise. Then
XC Ñ pKω`1q
1
ω.
Proof. Let f : T Ñ ω. We say that D Ď T is dense above t P T iff for every s ě t
there is r P D such that r ě s. D is empty above t iff s R D for every s ě t.
Claim 6.3.1. There is t0 in T so that either f
´1pkq is empty or dense above t0 for
every k P ω .
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Proof. The proof is very similar to the argument seen in Lemma 5.4 so we will be
brief here. Take a countable elementary submodelM ă Hpω2q with f, S PM so that
δ “M X ω1 P S. Build a sequence s0 ď s1 ď . . . in T XM so that pmaxpskq : k P ωq
is a cofinal ω-type sequence in δ and f´1pkq is either empty or dense above sk. It is
easy to see that
t0 “
ď
tsk : k P ωu Y tδu
is in T and satisfies the claim.
Take a countable elementary submodel M ă Hpω2q with t0, f, S, ν P M and
δ “ M X ω1 P S. Let tkn : n P ωu enumerate those k P ω so that f
´1pkq is dense
above t0 (or equivalently, not empty above t0), each ω times. Let pδn : n P ωq be an
arbitrary cofinal ω-type sequence in δ.
We construct t0 ď t1 ď .... ď tn ď ... in T XM so that
1. maxptn`1q ě δn,
2. tn`1 X pεn ` 1q “ tn for εn “ min νδzpmaxptnq ` 1q,
3. if there is t ě tn in T XM such that
(a) maxptq ě δn, tX pεn ` 1q “ tn,
(b) tti : i ď nu Ď Ct and
(c) fptq “ kn
then t “ tn`1 satisfies (a)-(c) as well.
Let t “
Ť
ttn : n P ωu Y tδu; note that t P Tδ and t ě tn for all n P ω. Also, (2)
ensures that tn P Ct for n P ω as tn “ tX pεn ` 1q and εn P νδ.
Let k “ fptq; as t ě t0 we know that f
´1pkq is dense above t0. We claim that
A “ ttn`1 : k “ kn, n P ωu Y ttu
is a complete subgraph XC and A is coloured with k which finishes the proof. It
suffice to show that whenever kn “ k and tn`1 is constructed then condition (3) is
satisfied. Fix an n P ω such that kn “ k. Consider the set
Rn “ tt P T XM : maxptq ě δn, tX pεn ` 1q “ tn, tti : i ď nu Ď Ct and fptq “ knu
and we wish to show that Rn ‰ H.
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It suffices to show that
R “ tt P T : maxptq ě δn, tX pεn ` 1q “ tn, tti : i ď nu Ď Ct and fptq “ knu
is not empty as Rn “ R XM and R PM . However t P R which finishes the proof.
Finally, we mention that the following most general form of the Erdo˝s-Hajnal
problem is still open:
Problem 6.4. Does every uncountably chromatic (or ω1-chromatic) graph contain
an ω-connected subset?
We know, by Theorem 3.5, that this ω-connected set can only be countable in
some cases however excluding countable ω-connected subsets seems to be a very hard
problem.
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